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Welcome to the second ever TempleCon Dropzone Commander Tournament!  

This tournament will run on Thursday 6th February 2014 and you will play 3 different 
scenarios over the course of the day.  So the question you need to ask is, do you have 
what it takes to become the Dropzone Commander Champion!

Introduction

Invasion USA 2014 will take place on Thursday 6th February 2014 will be held at The 
Crowne Plaza Providence-Warwick. 

 The Crowne Plaza Providence-Warwick
 801 Greenwich Ave.
 Warwick, RI 02886
 
 1-877-270-1393

Venue

Tickets for Invasion USA 2014 are free, however you will need to purchase a ticket to 
TempleCon 2014.  These can be purchased from the TempleCon 2014 website > 
and this ticket grants you entry to the tournament.  On the door prices are shown below 
but if you pre register prices are cheaper, so book your tickets early!

Full Four-Day Membership: $65.00 (Best Deal!)
Full Four Day Military/Student Membership (with valid military/student ID ONLY): $60.00

Thursday-Only Membership: $20.00
Friday-Only Membership: $20.00
Saturday-Only Membership: $30.00
Sunday-Only Membership: $20.00

Please be aware that this event is limited to 32 spaces!

Event Cost

Unfortunately Hawk Wargames is unable to provide food and drink at this event, however 
the Venue has a fully licensed bar and serves food throughout the day.

Food & drink

http://www.templecon.org/14/


You will need to pick a 1500 point clash army from either UCM, Scourge, PHR or Shaltari.  
The standard limits of a maximum of 6 Battlegroups apply and remember that no more 
than 1/3 of your points can be spent on any one Battlegroup (Excluding points spent on 
Commanders).  Also Shaltari players remember that the Gate Battlegroup does not count 
towards the maximum limit.

Players are required to email their army lists to events@hawkwargames.com no later than 
Friday 31st January 2014.  Any lists submitted after this date will incur a -5 deduction from 
their Game Points total.

Army Lists

Thursday 6th February
	 11:00	-	11:30	Registration	&	Event	Briefing
 11:30 - 14:45 Game one
 14:45 - 15:30 Lunch
 15:30 - 17:45 Game Two
 17:45 - 18:00 Break
 18:00 - 20:15 Game Three
 20:15 - 20:45 Results

Tournament Schedule

 - Your 1500 point army
 - 2 copies of your army list (1 for us and one for your opponents)
 - A copy of the rules and all relevant FAQs/Errata
	 -	Landing	Zone	Templates	for	your	dropships	and	fliers
 - Dice
 - Tape Measure
 - Pen
 - Superglue (emergency repairs)

Things you will need to bring!



Hawk Wargames will be offering prize support on the day for the following catagories:
	 •	1st,	2nd,	3rd
	 •	Judges	best	painted
	 •	Most	Sporting

We	all	prefer	to	see	fully	painted	armies	on	the	battlefield,	however	as	this	is	a	new	system	
and we want people come and have fun at the event you CAN play with unpainted models, 
no	one	wants	to	be	rushing	to	finish	their	army	in	time	and	risk	ruining	their	models!		To	
reward those that have managed to fully paint their armies we will be running 2 painting 
competitions.		The	first	is	a	Judges	best	painted,	which	will	be	chosen	by	Dave,	the	second	
will	be	a	painted	raffle	which	everyone	who	has	the	3	colours	minimum	standard	on	all	
their models will be entered into.

We fully support and encourage modelling and conversion, however we ask that only 
Hawk Wargames models are used at this event, with the exception being conversions 
where we ask that a Hawk Wargames model has been used for the majority of the model.

The tables will be set up by the judges before each round and we ask that you don’t modify 
or change the board in anyway, however if you feel the board is not appropriate you can 
call a judge over who will ensure it is balanced. Before each game you should discuss the 
terrain with your opponent and ensure you are both in agreement regarding the height of 
each	building	(for	flyers),	if	there	is	enough	space	to	land	dropships	on	the	roof	and	the	
number of damage points each building will contain (See Below).

During this tournament all buildings will have armour 6 unless stated otherwise and will 
have	either	10,	20	or	30	damage	points	each.	During	the	event	briefing	the	referees	will	give	
examples of the amount of damage points buildings should have, relative to their size, but it 
is up to you and your opponent to agree before the game what damage points the buildings 
will	have	on	your	table.	If	you	are	unable	to	decide	then	a	referee	will	make	the	final	call.

Prizes

Painting & Modelling

Tables & Terrain

Building damage Points



Each round will use one of the following scenarios:

	 •	Targets	of	Opportunity
	 •	Recon
	 •	Surging	Strike
	 •	Bunker	Assault
	 •	Military	Complex

Scoring
Invasion USA 2014 will use a variant of the 20-0 scoring system, you will earn game 
points based upon the difference in Victory points between you and your opponent but the 
difference in kill points is also taken into account. 

To calculate your game points each round, you 
first	determine	the	VP	difference	between	both	
players using the following table:

Then using the Winners Kill Point difference table 
the winner adds any bonus points scored and the 
loser deducts the same amount.  Note this may 
result in neither player modifying their scores if 
the winner of the game ended up losing more 
KP’s than his opponent or the game was a draw.

In each round you will play one of the preset 
scenarios.	In	the	first	round,	you	will	be	matched	
randomly against an opposing player.  After that, 
in each round the two players in 1st and 2nd 
place will play each other, the players in 3rd and 
4th place will play each other; the players in 5th and 6th place will play each other, and so 
on. If you have already played an opponent in a previous round, you can ask a referee to 
swap your opponent with a neighbouring one. If players are tied on Game Points then their 
overall Kill Point total will be used to determine their position after each round.

The Tournament will use the latest versions of the FAQ’s and Errata documents, providing 
they are published prior to Friday 24th January 2014. If a rules dispute arises we would 
always ask that you try to resolve the issue by yourselves, however if you feel a amicable 
decision can’t be reached then you can call a referee over.  Please be advised that from the 
moment of entry into the event the decisions of the referees regarding the fair adjudication 
of	 the	event	 rules	and	all	 issues	of	health	and	safety	are	final.	 	No	discussions	will	be	
entered into once a decision has been made.

Scenarios & Scoring

Errata and Rules disputes

VP Difference Game Points Scored
0 10 - 10
1 11 - 9
2 12 - 8
3 13 - 7
4 14 - 6
5 15 - 5

6+ 16 - 4

Winners Kill 
Point Difference

Bonus Game Points 
Scored

0-200 1
201-400 2
401-600 3

601+ 4



Some key Objectives have been detected inside a group of Structures in the heart of the warzone. Your aim is to enter 
these Structures, find and seize these Objectives, and extract them before the enemy has a chance to do the same!

NumBer oF PlAyerS: 2

Army roSTer: Standard (both players)

DePloymeNT: All Battlegroups begin the game in Readiness. Fast Mover Squads start in Reserve.

DurATioN: 6 Turns

ViCTory CoNDiTioNS: The player with the highest number of Victory Points at the end of turn 6 wins the 
game. Use Kill Points to determine a victor in the event of a tie.

TARGETS OF OPPORTUNITy



In the opening hours of battle, an expeditionary force has been sent to reconnoitre a promising strongpoint. 
This is an excellent opportunity to identify defensible buildings - the only trouble is that enemy forces are 
scouting the area as well!

NumBer oF PlAyerS: 2

Army roSTer: Standard (both players)

DePloymeNT: All Battlegroups begin the game in Readiness. Fast Mover Squads start in Reserve.

DurATioN: 6 Turns

ViCTory CoNDiTioNS: The player with the highest number of Victory Points at the end of turn 6 wins the 
game. Use Kill Points to determine a victor in the event of a tie.

RECON



You have been tasked with driving deep into the enemy territory to occupy some crucial areas in this sector. 
The enemy will most likely attempt to thwart you, since holding these areas will be critical to overall victory.

NumBer oF PlAyerS: 2

Army roSTer: Standard (both players)

DePloymeNT: Battlegroups begin the game in readiness. Fast Mover Squads start in Reserve.

DurATioN: 6 Turns

ViCTory CoNDiTioNS: The player with the highest number of Victory Points at the end of turn 6 wins the 
game. Use Kill Points to determine a victor in the event of a tie.

Surging Strike - the 2 focal points on your opponents side of the table are worth 1 Victory Point to you if you 
have a friendly Vehicle Unit or Infantry base within 6” (as usual). However they grant an additional 4 Victory 
Points if you are the player with the most units in points cost within 6” (instead of the normal 2).

SURGING STRIKE



You are both fighting over key planetary defences, and it is your mission to take and hold a bunker complex 
linked to an obrital laser. This is a high value target to capture - be prepaed for enemy contact!

NumBer oF PlAyerS: 2

Army roSTer: Standard (all players)

DePloymeNT: All Battlegroups may Directly Deploy (remember that Squads inside aerial transports 
automatically start the game in Readiness in this case). Fast Mover Squads start in Reserve.

DurATioN: 6 Turns

ViCTory CoNDiTioNS: The player with the highest number of Victory Points at the end of turn 6 wins the 
game. Use Kill Points to determine a victor in the event of a tie.

Surging Strike - The 5 focal points in theis scenario will be within bunkers. The bunkers can’t be destroyed 
and	are	immune	to	falling	masonary,	however	they	can	still	be	targeted	by	flame	weapons	as	normal.	Infantry	
inside the bunker are worth double their unit points when calculating who is in control of the focal point. 

BUNKER ASSAULT



Some key Objectives have been detected inside a group of Military Structures in the heart of the warzone. 
Your aim is to enter these Structures, find and seize these Objectives, and extract them before the enemy has 
a chance to do the same!

NumBer oF PlAyerS: 2

Army roSTer: Standard (both players)

DePloymeNT: All Battlegroups begin the game in Readiness. Fast Mover Squads start in Reserve.

DurATioN: 6 Turns

ViCTory CoNDiTioNS: The player with the highest number of Victory Points at the end of turn 6 wins the 
game. Use Kill Points to determine a victor in the event of a tie.

Due to the important nature of this sector, all buildings in this scenario are hardened, and are Armour 8.

MILITARy COMPLEx


